Abstract-With the arrival of the 20 th century, the industrial civilization enters a critical stage in its development. The blind chase of material wealth has resulted in more and more social problems. Furthermore, when Christian faith was wiped out along with the pastoral living style, a spiritual wasteland is resulted. Desperation becomes an incurable modern disease. As a responsible novelist, Lawrence attempts to find a cure to this modern disease. This paper explores the social, religious and emotional implications of the depictions of natural scenes in Sons and Lovers, and concludes that nature appears in this novel as a salvation force against the industrial distortion of human nature.
industrial civilization. Though some critics argue that Lawrence is a modernist writer and it is impossible for him to be sickly nostalgic, one can"t deny his favor of the natural scene and the agricultural lifestyle which is more than closely related to nature than the industrial lifestyle. His favorable view of the country life is clearly presented in the opening scene where the background setting of the story is introduced. In this introduction he shows his disgust toward the industrial civilization obviously. Because of the industrial development, the beautiful countryside view has been destroyed. "Corns and meadows" are destroyed to make place for coalmines; people"s labor has lost its dignity, and men work "like ants into the earth" (Lawrence, 1979, P7) . As a product of the industrial civilization, the coalmines are like black studs, nailing "on the countryside" (Lawrence, 1979 , P8) -or the healthy body of earth. The arrangement of the houses for the coilers indicates the industrial civilization has no regard for the beauty of nature, because despite of the pretty trees and flowers in the front garden, the living space--the kitchen where people spend most of their time is placed at the back part facing the ugly ash-pits. Anyone familiar with the Christian culture may agree that ash reminds one of death, while pits remind one of hell. Therefore, through the layout of the house"s different functional zones, Lawrence implies that the industrial civilization is plagued with death, and has come to the edge of its fall.
II. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE NATURAL DEPICTIONS
The following is a more detailed analysis of the implications of natural depictions in the novel, which come in four aspects: nature and beauty, nature and religion, nature in contrast to industry, nature and sexual relation.
Beauty of Nature
Lawrence often uses very poetic language to portrait natural scenes and objects, and nature in his works seems to be the incarnation of beauty itself. Such beauty is very essential for people drowned by the industrial world. The beauty of nature becomes a source of power and it enables people to forget their physical miseries and reach a transcendental land of hope. The industrial production prevents workers from obtaining pleasure from their labor by making their work more and more dull and mechanic. The work in the mine extracts every bit of energy out of the coilers, and what"s more, such work dulls the mind of the coilers. As a result, mutual communication cannot happen in the family, and this is just the case for the Morel family. Mr. Morel is always too tired and frustrated to appreciate his wife"s taste in tidying the house; Mrs. Morel"s pride and knowledge prevents her from understanding her husband"s insensitivity. The family harmony is destroyed and hot and cold wars begin to take its place. And that"s what happens in the Morel family. In the first chapter, after their fight, Mrs. Morel is locked out of the house. Once she is in the front yard, she comes to contact directly with nature and begins to draw power from it. Firstly, it"s the moonlight that helps her to regain soberness by cooling "her inflamed soul". With the soberness, she begins to review her fight with her husband and feels something biting in her conscience. Secondly, she comes to a stage of sudden awareness. She begins to observe the white lilies in the moonlight.
The tall white lilies were reeling in the moonlight, and the air was charged with their perfume, as with a presence. Mrs. Morel gasped slightly in fear. She touched the big, pallid flowers on their petals, and then shivered. They seemed to be stretching in the moonlight. She put her hand into one white bin: the gold scarcely showed on her fingers by moonlight. She bent down to look at the binful of yellow pollen; but it only appeared dusky. The she drank a deep draught of the scent. It almost made her dizzy. (Lawrence, 1979, P35) First of all, the above part of is a scene of natural beauty. The moonlight light is crystal clear, and all embracing; the lilies seem to be stretching because the air is filled with their fragrance. The moonlight, the perfumed air, and the lilies combine into a very strong power, and everything in its embrace slowly gets assimilated in it. Once assimilated into the nature, a person"s own nature is turned on and he or she undergoes a process of purification. One"s mind seems to be transcended to the sky level, and all the pains, sufferings of the human world cannot touch him or her. Besides the spiritual peace, the person"s physical body also gets a profound rest under such circumstances. As is known, Lawrence thinks the satisfaction of sexual desire is very important for a happy life. The same message can be found in this contact between human and nature. The lily flower is often considered as a symbol of the female sexual organ, and Mrs. Morel"s dipping into the flower cup is like the sexual intercourse. And the fact that Mrs. Morel feels dizzy and completely loses the sense of her body is an obvious reference to the ideal sexual orgasm, in which the two persons becomes one and there"s nothing left except pure happiness.
The beauty of nature has such a powerful effect on things, that they become as beautiful as nature itself. All evils are purified, and man becomes all kind and understanding. And this is what happens to Mrs. Morel. Once she is in the moonlight, she becomes cool and begins to have her own fault examined and purified. Nature as a power of beauty is always outside there. What one needs is to step out of one"s concrete enclosure and to appreciate such beauty. When Mrs. Morel does this, "the small frets vanish, and the beauty of things stands out, and she had the peace and the strength to see herself." (Lawrence, 1979, P50) Some critics think that the "lily flower" in this scene indicates the death of love between the husband and wife, and it also foreshadows the death of William. And William"s tragic engagement to the London girl, whose name happens to be Lily, seems to prove this idea. (Xu Jingzhen, 2005) In fact, there is still doubt of the truthfulness of such ideas. The love between husband and wife seems to have died long before the fighting scene. Instead of causing the death of a love, the lily flowers save the wife from breaking her heart over an already dead love. As to Williams" girl friend, she could not be simply understood as a true presentation of the Lily flower. On the contrary, she is a presentation of the flower
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twisted by the industrial civilization. She has been raised in London, the center of the industrial civilization, so it is natural for her to be infected by some of the industrial plagues, such as vanity, shallow-mindedness, carelessness in spending money, etc. And these weaknesses in her characters can be attributed to the holy flower of lily. Suppose she lived in the countryside, she could have been as hard working and independent as Clara, or as faithful as Miriam.
Religious Sense in Nature
The Christian implication is another important aspect of the nature depiction in Sons and Lovers. After the birth of Paul, one day Mrs. Morel took the baby to the top of the hill. The meadows and the evening lights begin to influence her again.
The sun was going down. Every open evening, the hills of Derbyshire were blazed over with red sunset. Mrs. Morel watched the sun sink from the glistening sky, leaving a soft flower-blue overhead, while the western space went red, as if all the fire had swum down there, leaving the bell cast flawless blue. The mountain-ash berries across the field stood fierily out from the dark leaves, for a moment. A few shocks of corn in a corner of the fallow stood up as if alive; she imagined them bowing; perhaps her son would be Joseph. (Lawrence, 1979, P49) According to the Christian belief, the world is created by God. And the sun, the moon, the earth, the sea and all the living things all are the creations of God, and they act as manifestations of the almighty of God. So when a Christian comes to appreciate nature, he or she feels the power of God. In this condition, Mrs. Morel feels she is very closely connected with god. And she becomes boasted about her son. In her imagination, he is going to a Joseph, the savior of the world, and the world is going to bow before him. So she calls him "my lamb", which is a term used to refer Jesus Christ. Under the stare of the baby savior, she feels the guilt in her and her husband. "And a wave of hot love went over her to the infant." This scene is a very powerful display of the salvation strength lying in the Christian tradition. And nature acts as the media through which people could get in touch with this salvation power. Through this media, we come to realize what is wrong with the modern society, that the industrial civilization is a civilization without love.
Industrial Scene against Nature
In contrast to the benevolent nature, the industrial scenes in Lawrence"s depiction are often full of darkness, horror and death. A case in point is the depiction of Paul"s first impression of Mr. Jordan"s factory.
Suddenly they spied a big, dark archway, in which were names of various firms, Thomas Jordan among them. And they ventured under the archway, as into the jaws of the dragon. They emerged into a wide yard, like a well, with buildings all round. It was littered with straw and boxes, and cardboard. The sunshine actually caught one crate whose straw was streaming on to the yard like gold. But elsewhere the place was like a pit. (Lawrence, 1979, P118) This dwelling conveys nothing pleasant; instead, it resembles a prison in many ways. And the dragon mouth image symbolizes the all-swallowing nature of the industrial system. Once a person is in the system, he is going to lose his or her own nature. In another word, the evil creature kills his nature. The well image is a strong symbol of entrapment, and here freedom becomes a luxury. The beauty of nature is closed to the insiders, and litters become their only company. The allusion to the pit in the final sentence is a definite reference to the universally hell-like conditions of the working environment. Here the image of the golden sunlight beaming down the hole among the buildings overhead reminds people of the light of heaven. It summons people to break the industrial enclosures and return to nature.
Nature as a Sexual Language
Since nature is full of different images and objects, almost all people could find expressions for his or her own emotions in the natural world. And this is especially true in Sons and Lovers. In Paul"s first love, his girl, Miriam, tries to keep their relation completely spiritual. But for Paul, the physical impulse is grow stronger and stronger within him, and the suppression of it becomes a torture to him. One day, when Paul and Miriam sat together at the sunset, Paul pointed at the pine-trunks embraced in the sunlight and said: "I wanted that. … There"s God"s burning bush for you, that burned not away." (Lawrence, 1979 , P189) God"s burning bush is an explicit allusion to the story of "Moses" in the Bible. When Moses is alone in the field one day, God reveal himself in the form of burning bush. And he tells Moses to go to Egypt, and save the enslaved Jewish people, and lead them out to Jerusalem. In the theory of Dr. Freud, any stick-shaped object may stand for male sexual organ in people"s subconscious. Combined into one concrete message, the pine-trunks painted red by the sun stand for Paul"s burning desire to have intimate body contact with Miriam and it"s also a sign from God for them to fulfill that desire. So in his eyes, the lighted pine-trunks become the burning bush, which is used by God to deliver a message to Moses. By directing Miriam"s attention to these trunks and by calling them God"s burning bush, Paul is trying to reveal his sexual desire to Miriam. And he wants Miriam to feel that impulse too, and to answer the call of God just like Moses.
For Miriam, nature is also full of meaning. However, she only sees the holy side of it. The white rosebush in the dark woods tells us the image of nature in her eyes. "Point after point the steady roses shone out of them, seeming to kindle something in their souls. The dusk came like smoke around, and still did not put out the roses." (Lawrence, 1979, P198) And with the white roses, she intends to quench the sexual desire in Paul. Judging from this example, nature is like a symbolic language, which can be used by everyone to find an outlet for his or her particular emotions. Yet Lawrence seems to value Paul"s interpretation of nature higher than that of Miriam. Because like his mother, Paul is able to let go of his nature, while Miriam always worships nature. She is looking up to nature from the place of a pilgrim. That is to say, nature, though admired in her eyes, could never find echo in her heart. And that"s probably why she always tries to avoid sex with Paul. Her desire for Paul"s body is always under suppression, and it"s a part of her character that has 1518 THEORY AND PRACTICE IN LANGUAGE STUDIES been distorted by the puritan doctrines. Different from his relation with Miriam, Paul"s relation with Clara is expected to be a healthier one. They both have desires for sensual pleasure and they don"t deny that desire. Such mutual attraction joins them together. Nature also plays an important part in their relation. And this is especially true in their first love adventure in the riverside bushes after the rain. The day is wet because of the rain, and it is fit for the growth of things, including love. When they walk on the bank, the things that they see encourage their inner desires.
The cliff of red earth sloped swiftly down, through trees and bushes, to the river that glimmered and was dark between the foliage. The far-below water-meadows were very green. He and she stood leaning against one another, silent, afraid, their bodies touching all along. There came a quick gurgle from the river below. (Lawrence, 1979, P376) Everything is washed by the rain, and radiates vitality into the surroundings. The earth becomes freshly red, and the meadow becomes very green. All the things seem to encourage them to take action to fulfill their desire. Leaning against each other, the desire inside their bodies make great noise as loud as the roaring river torrent behind the bushes. And their later descending to the river for a place of privacy is a clearly indication of their intention to answer their bodies" sexual nature"s call. If they truly opens themselves to each other and take each other in themselves, this relation is bound to succeed. However, it fails again. And this time the fault lies in Paul. His special attachment to his mother makes him unable to accept another woman into his life, so when he makes love with Clara, it is not Clara that he sees, but an abstract woman. In this way, their love is not a natural love, but is twisted. It"s the pursuit of pure sensual pleasure that connect them, and there is no spiritual communication at all. Their relation is like the twisted relation between individuals in the industrial society, where people"s life is centered on money and material pleasure, so the love appears and disappears along with the material profit. Man is a creature with a soul according to the Christian belief, and the love without soul communication is no different from the activity of animals, and it is against human nature. Therefore Paul"s relation with Clara is doomed to fail. And the same case is with the love between William and Lily.
III. CONCLUSION
From the above analysis, it is clearly noted that nature in the imaginary world of Lawrence could be very abundant in meaning. First of all, it is a perfect example of beauty and spiritual salvation. When contrasted with the ugliness presented by industrial constructions, nature as a mirror clearly reflects not only the physical damage cast on our living world by industrial production, but also exposes the distorted human relation in the industrial world. Hereby, the fragile nature is wielded by Lawrence as a powerful sword against the inhumanity of Puritanism and industrialism. In another sense, nature is also full of sensual and religious connotations, and it is used to signify the progress and frustrations in the development of human relations. By digging into these depictions of natural depictions, the readers can have a more explicit insight into the surging emotions and desires in the characters" mind. Finally, nature is far more than a mere passive witness of human activity. Instead, it has always been and still is an active participant of all human life. It is the beginning point of human life, and also the ending point of all human beings. When human society moves into the industrial age, we tend to pull further and further away from the natural world in which process we are becoming less and less human. We don"t know how to love and protect our mother nature, and then we become cold and cruel to our fellow human beings. By pointing out the divinity in nature, Lawrence may not exactly calls for the returning to an idyllic life, but he surely is asking for a recovering sense of nature"s beauty and a closer attention to it, in hope of restoring the declining moral standard and fraternity ideal between man and man.
